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On 22nd April, 2021 Prarambh, the school celebrated Earth Day 

with the aim to raise awareness about the importance of mother 

earth. We promote harmony with nature and earth. Our mission 

is to diversify, educate and activate the environmental 

movement among our children. On this day the toddlers of pre 

nursery were encouraged to plant saplings in their indoor 

gardens.

On 6th May 2021, Easweramma day was celebrated to 

commemorate the mother of Bhagwaan Shri Sathya Sai Baba and 

at Parevartan School this day is Celebrated as Mothers' Day. 

Children expressed their love & gratitude to their loving mothers 

by helping them in household work and our little ones made 

beautiful cards and dedicated songs to their mothers.

On June 20th, 2021, the tiny tots of Pre-Primary celebrated 

Father's Day in a special assembly, conducted by the Gurumas.  

The toddlers enacted their fathers and made the day more 

special for them by doing some workouts and later they shared 

the videos of the same with their Gurumas. 

International Yog Day

Easweramma Day

On June 1st, 2021 'World Milk Day' was celebrated to spread 

awareness about the importance of drinking milk. The children of 

Pre-Primary drank milk-based beverages and desserts to beat 

the heat.

World Milk Day

On 27th August 2021, the Parevartanites celebrated the birthday 

of Lord Krishna, the one who enchants everyone with His playful 

mischiefs, and teaches us the essence of life.  The tiny tots of Pre-

primary sent their dance videos on some foot tapping numbers 

of favourite Krishna songs like 'chhotichhotigayiya, Kanha so 

jazara.'

Father's Day

Independence Day

On 15th August, 2021 Independence Day was celebrated with 

the spirit of nationalism and delight. The children of Pre-Primary 

danced on patriotic songs, spoke the famous slogans with a lot of 

zeal, talked about national symbols and sang patriotic songs with 

ardour.

Teej

On 21st June 2021,- Parevartan School celebrated 7th 

International Yog Day, wherein the school organised a live Yog 

session for students and their families in the morning, under the 

guidance of our Yog Guru Shree Mr. Gaurav Rai and the skilled Yog 

students of our school. The children of Pre-Primary did Yog of 

animal poses in online class.

Krishna Janmashtami

Earth Day



Gandhi Jayanti

Gurupurab

Ganesh Chaturthi

The tiny tots of Nursery celebrated Dussehra and did Dandiya, 

and little ones of kindergarten showcased 'SanshiptRamayan'. It 

was a treat to the eyes to watch them doing Dandiya with lots of 

grace and dramatizing the scenes from Ramayan.

As in Parevartan we have a tradition of celebrating all the 

festivals of all religions so we celebrated Gurupurab in different 

style. As due to pandemic kids can't go out in gurudwara, so we 

did a virtual Gurudwara visit for our little ones. Kids, dressed in 

Punjabi attire, had halwa and puri prasaada as langer. While 

having virtual visit kids even covered their heads and sang shabad 

'ek omkar'.

Dussehra

On 2nd Nov 2021 a special assembly was organised by Gurumas in 

which the kids of Pre-Primary were dressed in ethnic wear and 

made a poster with a slogan on eco-friendly Diwali. Gurumas 

encouraged toddlers to do Dhanteras Pooja at home. Kids made 

rangoli with the help of their parents and as Diwali festival is the 

cleaning time so children cleaned their toys, bags, book shelf and 

belongings.

Diwali Celebration

Teacher's Day

The birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi whom we call  'Father 

of the Nation, the one who' has influenced national and 

international leaders, all around the world and Lal Bahadur 

Shastri the man who played an eminent role on Indian struggle 

for freedom is observed on 2nd October. The tiny tots of Pre-

Primary dressed up as Gandhi ji or Lal Bahadur Shastri ji, and 

recited a famous quotes by them in virtual class.

On 10th August,2021 Ganesh Chaturthi was celebrated, wherein 

the children made idols of Lord Ganesha, (the lord of knowledge) 

with eco-friendly material like maida, atta, laung, elaichi. They 

even did 'visarjan' in a bucket or tub which was filled with water, 

later which was used for watering the plants.

The tiny tots of Pre-Primary dressed up as their Gurumas and 

presented an act dedicated to their gurumas which was enjoyed a 

lot.  They even made hand-made cards for their Gurumas.

Parevartan School celebrated Hariyali Teej on August 11, 2021  

The children joined the Zoom meeting, were dressed in green 

attire and had a plate of Ghevar before of them. Kids applied 

mehndi on their mothers' palms and were elated to flaunt their 

beautiful mehndi designs on their hands too. Gurumas also 

shared videos to show the children how girls and women enjoy 

the Teej festival with their friends on swings,  singing folk songs. 

The children were overwhelmed with joy watching the videos.



Republic day is the day when we legally became the proud citizen 
rdof India. The students of Pre-Primary celebrated 73 Republic 

Day with full enthusiasm in which kids dressed in any character of 

freedom fighter/national leaders or any Tri-colour dress and 

made a tri-colour dish like tri-colour sandwich, tri-colour rice, tri-

colour fruit salad.

Christmas is the festival of joy, peace and happiness. The tiny tots 

enjoyed the virtual tour to church in which kids were dressed in 

red, green, white coloured clothes with santa cap. To add the 

festive touch kids were ready with some cakes/muffins and 

cupcakes in virtual celebration.

To exhibit their respect towards goddess Saraswati, the Goddess 

of knowledge, music, learning and arts, the students of 

Parevartan celebrated Basant Panchami with the feelings of 

devotion. On that day, the students were asked to wear yellow-

coloured clothes, and eat yellow food. In various class assemblies 

children sang the devotional song “Hey Shaarde Maa”. They 

recited Saraswati Vandana and offered flowers to the Goddess of 

knowledge.

'PHOOLON KI HOLI' - The children came dressed in White Kurta 

Pajama or any white coloured clothes and bought flowers to play 

phoolon ki holi with Lord Krishna. Everyone enjoyed playing with 

natural elements. The kids were also taught the importance of 

the festival, and the Gurumas shared the story behind it too

Lohri and Makar Sankranti

Holi Celebration

Christmas Day

Republic Day

On Lohri students of Pre-Primary were dressed in Punjabi attire 

in which girls wore parandi also. Kids geared themselves up for 

dance move on dhol and kept popcorn, gajak and revari to enjoy 

lohri& on Makar Sankranti.

Basant Panchami

Holi Hai!!!!!........and yet again it was celebrated in PAREVARTAN's 

traditional style!!

Storytelling

Since the session 2021-22 went all online, but indeed gave the 

entire teaching community an innovative scope to make learning 

more fun with technical aids. The storytelling sessions were 

nowhere left aloof. Some engaging and lesson based stories like 

'The Three Little Pigs', 'Goldilocks' and 'The Three Bears' were 

picked based on different themes and values decided for every 

month. The stories were delivered through the help of audio-

visual aids and other technical supports. The students were 

taught about proper intonation, punctuation, voice modulation 

along with body language. Related questions were also induced 



Podium Activity

to attract their attention and make them more engaged. They 

also received the opportunity to illustrate their favourite 

characters. These sessions not only contributed in enhancing 

linguistic intelligence but also aids to critical thinking and spatial 

intelligence.

Role plays

In role plays, an individual acts out different roles to explore a 

particular scenario. It improves communication skills and 

enhances life skills as well. Kids enthusiastically participated in 

different role play activities and enacted as different real-life as 

well as fictional characters.

Public speaking is one of the most important and most dreaded 

forms of communication. Parevartan understands it. So, to 

encourage the little kids to overcome the fear of public speaking, 

Parevartan organises Mic Handling activity at regular intervals.

Kids are given different topics to express themselves. This 

activity enhances their linguistic skills. During the tenure of 

online classes, they have also learnt to handle the mic well and 

wait for their turn patiently.

Dance

Music 

Fine and gross motor skills play a vital role in development in 

early years of a child. During the virtual classes, the kids were 

encouraged to enhance their fine motor skills through different 

and innovative activities to develop their pencil grip. New and 

different activities every week kept the kids in high spirits. Not 

only are these activities a great fun for kids but they also aid their 

muscular development, hand-eye coordination and whole-body 

balancing.

Kids are given a chance to develop their kinaesthetic skills 

through dance during all the festival celebrations, for example, 

they enjoyed learning Dandia during Navratri and Bhangda 

during Baisakhi.

Dancing connects the body to the soul on rhythm, and makes us 

happy inside out. Parevartan made sure that the kids do not miss 

out enjoying this beautiful art form on the virtual environment.

Yoga 

Fine and Gross Motor Skills 

Yoga is a form of disciplined body and life. Practicing yoga on 

Music is a powerful tool to impact learning. It activates the brain 

like no other modality.  Rhythm helps in logical development of 

the kids. During our virtual classes, we made sure to keep music 

alive through varied rhymes (related to different themes like 

seasons, festivals, and family) and rhythmic sessions in Hindi and 

English. It not only enhances their linguistic and musical 

intelligence but also helps to inculcate values, too. 



Little Chef Activity 

regular basis keeps us fit and active. Parevartan lifts the legacy 

ahead by incorporating the sessions on Yoga in its daily practice, 

may it be an adult or a three-year-old child. We not only make kids 

practice yoga on virtual classes but also made yoga videos for 

easy understanding for kids as well as their parents. In these 

videos, we explained the benefits of different Aasanas, divided 

them according to the different age groups and taught them in 

an innovative manner. We covered different practices such as 

Animal Posture Yoga, breathing exercises, taad asana, butterfly 

pose amongst others. Kids thoroughly enjoy  yoga and are always 

eager to participate actively.

Life Skill is an important subject for Pre-Primary kids. Through 

hands-on activities, kids are trained in various skills so that they 

become independent. Culinary art is an important life skill and 

during this activity, students involve in flameless and healthy 

cooking. They also became familiar with the cooking related 

vocabulary like stirring, churning, peeling, grating etc. 

Parevartan advocates experiential learning in online as well as 

offline teaching. During the virtual classes, kids, as per the prior 

instruction, used to sit prepared with all required article for the 

experiments at their homes and on the other end the teacher 

were supposed to perform the experiment with them. Colour 

mixing, water has no Colour, Power of Sun, Sink and Float, Soluble 

and Insoluble were some of the experiments that were practiced 

in the online classes. 

Experiments

 during Birthday Celebrations

Welfare Activities at Parevartan School

4. Distribution of Rice, Pulses, Tang and Sugar to the needy 

6. Joy of Giving

Competitions

The world runs and progresses on Darwin's theory of 'Survival of 

the fittest' and competitions have become a no-escape reality for 

one and all. The kids at Parevartan are trained for different 

challenges and prepared to excel in all fields.  During the 

previous academic session, the children participated in several 

inter-school as well as intra-school competitions such as Dance 

Competitions, Story Narration, Shape-o-Magic, Madhubani 

Competition, Best out of Waste, Rhyme Recitation, Matki 

Decoration, Quiz and Olympiads. Via all such competitions and 

events organized at regular intervals, the kids are not only 

encouraged to be participative but also to handle the emotions 

of winning and losing in a healthy manner.

2. Medicine Collection Drive

1. Save a Rupee

3. Plastic Collection for Recycling

7. Reuse of RO waste water for watering the plants  

5. Orphanage Donation Drive



Early May celebrations mark the internationally recognized 

Mother's Day as well as the commemoration of Easweramma's 

death anniversary. To celebrate this day of love, bonding and 

gratitude towards mothers and in memoir of Easwaramma, the 

chosen mother, the compassionate students of Parevartan 

School designed beautiful cards, indulged in flameless cooking 

and sang songs for their mothers. 

“The environment is where we all meet, where we all have a 

mutual interest.” It is the one place that all of us share. June 5 is 

celebrated as World Environment Day to raise global awareness 

regarding the environment. Its main aim is to take positive 

environmental actions, protect nature and the planet Earth. The 

students of Parevartan School paid their bit to regulate the 

environment and rejuvenate its efficacy by cleaning the green 

patches of school, watering plants and making bird feeders. We 

also encourage recyclable resources to be used to show our 

solidarity towards saving the environment.

Labour Day or International Worker's Day is celebrated on 1st 

May every year to express our gratitude towards the 

contribution of workers in our day-to-day life. The little ones of 

Pre-Primary prepared creative handmade cards with heart-

warming messages for the labourers. They also made lemonade 

for the helpers around them. The kids were taught to always be 

kind, grateful and respectful towards support staff and domestic 

helpers in our daily life. The day offers us to celebrate the 

contribution and sacrifice of the workers to and for the society. 

Sir Brig. V.S. Chaudhri-the 'Soldier Scientist Saint' “No longer by 

our side but forever in our Heart.” On 18th June 2021, our 

dearest Brig. V.S. Chaudhri, merged with the heavens above. He 

has left behind a legacy of integrity, compassion, great strength 

and service, which we pray fully strive to carry forward. His kind 

words, gentle soul, and everlasting blessings will always be there 

to guide us and surge on the path of righteousness and 

benevolence.

EARTH DAY

LABOURS DAY

EESWARAMMA DAY (MOTHER'S DAY)

 

On April 22, 2022, the students and staff of Parevartan School 

celebrated Earth Day, and paid their tribute to planet home. The 

little ones of kindergarten participated in activities that allow 

them to practice their oratory skills give them an opportunity of 

putting their ideas into words. Kids were asked to dress up as 

Mother Earth and speak a few lines on how they can save her. 

Furthermore, children were encouraged to collect all the waste 

plastic, which was then sent for recycling. Toddlers 

enthusiastically planted saplings with a pledge to look after 

them further too.  The idea was to instil the feeling of 

responsibility towards our mother Earth.

WORLD ENVIRONMENT DAY

MEMORIAL DAY



On 7th June 2022(his First Punya Thithi) Havan was performed 

which was followed by soulful rendition of Bhajans. Our beloved 

Brig. Sir, will forever remain alive in our hearts and memories, 

though we are learning to live without him, we will deeply miss 

him.  “God has you in His arms, we have you in our heart....”

VIRTUAL TOUR – KIRAN NADAR ART MUSEUM

The International Day of Yog is being annually observed and 

celebrated on June 21, since 2015. The students of Parevartan 

School took an active part in Yog Day's celebration by performing 

various postures and concentrating on breathing harmonization 

at home along with family and friends. They also stayed away 

from gadgets for an hour to refresh and recharge their evening. 

These Yog Abhiyasis crossed their hearts to stay the healthy, 

adopt conducive – lifestyle today for your healthier tomorrow.

On the July 23, 2021, Parevartan School had the privilege to be a 

part of an interactive, curator led virtual walk through of three 

exhibitions at the prestigious Kiran Nadar Museum of Art 

(KNMA). Kiran Nadar Museum of Arts (KNMA) is the first private 

museum of art exhibiting modern and contemporary works from 

India and the sub-continent. It's a non-commercial, not-for-profit 

organization, which intends to exemplify the dynamic 

relationship between art and culture through its exhibitions, 

publications, educational, and public programs. The tour was 

conducted virtually through zoom. It displayed the great art work 

of artists like Zarina Hashmi, Ayesha Sultan, Lala Rukh, 

Prabhavati Meppayil, Sumakshi Singh, Mrinalini Mukherjee and 

Jayashree Chakravarty. It was an enriching experience which 

ignited the passion for art among our students of various age 

groups.

KARGIL DIWAS

'Freedom in mind, Faith in words, Pride in our hearts, Memories in 

our soul.' Kargil Vijay Diwas was observed on July 26, 2021 to 

celebrate the success of the operation that was launched by 

Indian Armed Forces to drive out the Pakistani infiltrators from 

the heights of Kargil. The school observed it by participating in 

activities like making poster and card along with a slogan, 

showing empathy by marking a diary entry and collectively 

celebrated it as a community by lighting candles in remembrance 

of the brave martyrs.

There comes an age where one starts thinking about the right 

path to choose, and succeed in life - What to do after Grade XII, 

which college/university to apply in from 2nd August to 5th 

August Parevartan School in partnership with eminent 

educational institutions organised 'Karma-the career gala' career 

meet, for the parents and students of Grades IX to XII wherein 

some of the best universities like Shiv Nadar, Ashoka, 

Ahmedabad University, O.P. Jindal, Plaksha and Krea guided the 

students as to what and how to make the right career choice. A 

WORLD YOG DAY

CAREER GALA



session was also conducted by Pratham, one of the leading test 

preparatory centres of the country for career possibility and 

clarity.  The four-day workshop had guest speakers and resource 

persons from the aforesaid university guideing the students 

about the courses and the streams available across the country.

Good health is an asset, and it should be one of our top priorities 

to keep ourselves fit, physically, mentally and emotionally. 

Parevartan School organised its first Co-Scholastic Week from 

2nd August to 5th August, in which it planned to engage its 

students in various physical activities, for the benefit of their 

bodily health as well as mental stamina. A three-days event was 

conducted by the school's Gurushrees including activities like 

Laughter Yog and Pranayam by Gaurav Gurushree, Fun Zumba 

session by Viplove Gurushree, and Fitness session by Sagar 

Gurushree, that indeed rejuvenated everyone.

HIROSHIMA DAY

CO-SCHOLASTIC WEEK

August 6, 1945, is the day in our history that left the whole world 

with a question - are wars and fights the only way of seeking 

world peace. Hiroshima Day is observed to promote peace 

against political wars. This incident of atomic bombing left a 

deep impact in the country of Japan. To spread awareness on 

world peace and promote the idea of tolerance, the students 

designed posters and displayed them in the corridors over wall 

magazines that attracted the attention of all the passers-by and 

invoked their core instinct to stay calm and always assert the 

positive aspect of life and situation. They also made videos 

telling the disadvantages of anger, which floated suggestions to 

observe Yog or other activities that help in controlling anger. One 

the other hand some videos expressed students' opinion on 

importance of peace in our day-to-day life.

INDEPENDENCE DAY

Our lavish culture and glorious history of 75 years of 

Independence was celebrated at Parevartan School on 15th 

August 2021. The chairperson, Ms. Vinu Chaudhri had a physical 

gathering on this special occasion at its campus. The school 

hoisted the Flag with everyone's head lifted high and pride in  

heart and lifted students' souls with her courageous and 

thought-provoking words. It is our pride to recollect the great 

history of the county that has shaped its citizen's path and led all 

to this great success that all are embraced today and building on 

it as each day passes by. The students mesmerized the audience 

with their heartfelt speeches and performance The children 

dressed up in tri-coloured clothing narrated poems, sang and 

danced on patriotic songs. Kids were overwhelmed with joy while 

participating in different cultural activities and spoke about the 

importance of Independence Day in our lives.   

FRIENDSHIP DAY

And who else understands this better than our little ones. Even 

'The only way to have a friend is to be one.'



To express their gratitude towards their Gurumas and 

Gurushrees, from the little blooming tiny tots to teenagers, 

all were indulged in several activities. Students made  

appreciation themed pop-up cards and e-cards and 

delightfully thanked the teachers for brightening their 

the distance between the kids could not dampen their spirits. 

They made beautiful cards for their friends and even wrote 

small sweet poems for each other, and also made friendship 

bands as a symbol of their love.

RAKSHABANDHAN

 JANAMASHTAMI

Raksha Bandhan, which means the bond of safety, celebrates 

the auspicious brother-sister relationship. The Hindu festival 

is observed on the full-moon day or Purnima on the Hindu 

calendar month of Shravan. This year it was being celebrated 

on Sunday, August 22. On this day, a sister ties a thread on the 

wrist of her brother as a symbol of her unconditional faith in 

him and of her prayers for his long life. In return, the brother 

promises to keep her happy always and protect her from all 

troubles. To keep the festive spirit in tact in the hearts and 

minds of all, Parevartan School students made Eco friendly 

rakhis and later displayed them in the corridors hung on 

strings.

To seek the blessings of Lord Krishna, Janmashtami was 

celebrated at Parevartan School on August 31, 2021 with 

mirth and joy. Krishna Janmashtami also known as 

Janmashtami is an annual Hindu festival, and it marks the 

birth of Krishna, the eighth avatar of Vishnu. The fragrance of 

flowers, soothing aroma of camphor filled the air. To 

celebrate the extraordinary bond between children and the 

Almighty, the school took the opportunity to both celebrate 

and learn along with the young minds. A few Parevartanites 

who had little Lord Krishna at their homes, created an 

adorable setup for Him and shared the pictures and videos. 

The school premises was festooned with vibrant and festive 

colours, the spirit of occasion was enhanced with tableau 

depicting the life accounts of Lord Krishna. The celebration 

spread the hue of entertainment and education.

TEACHER'S DAY

students' each day. A few even recorded video clips and 

expressed their feelings for their favourite Gurumas and 

Gurushrees. On the occasion of Teacher's Day, the little ones 

from Pre-Primary dressed up as their favourite teachers and 

spoke about their affinity with them. Further, the kids also 

enacted them. It was indeed a precious moment for one and 

all. The management organised a special event for all the staff 

members of Parevartan outside the school premises which 

was followed by the dance and dinner. Every was beyond joy 

and content at the end of the day. 

GLOBAL LITERACY DAY

A grandparent's love never grows old. The Grandparent's Day 

celebration was jovial and poignant for everyone involved. 

The kids spent the day with their beloved grandparents and 

engaged them in different activities like humming their 

favourite songs, and cherishing their narration of experience-

based stories. Some kids also indulged in dancing and 

flameless cooking together. They learnt about the symbol of 

peace, made doves and also learnt the value of the same. 

Toddlers were sent an outline picture of the dove, over which 

they were supposed to paste cotton. The activity aims to 

realise them about the gentleness of cotton and dove and 

also how they can imbibe such qualities in them. The Gurumas 

discussed the importance of peace in present times.

GRANDPARENTS DAY

On September 8, 2021 Parevartan School celebrated the joy 

and privilege of literacy by celebrating Global Literacy Day. In 

many ways, literacy is an advantage that we all are blessed to 

have. The School celebrated this day to mark the importance 

of literacy and to remind that it's everyone's right. Literacy 

and education are very important for humans to grow and 

create a sustainable environment. The concept of literacy was 

elaborated among students in the morning assembly. 

Students were encouraged to opine about the significance of 

the day. Students of senior wing even discussed their 

aspirations and future goals with their teachers. To mark this 

day, students also projected their viewpoint in the form of 

slogans on literacy, giving emphasis on education as the 

foundation stone to build a more sustainable future for all. 

INTERNATIONAL PEACE DAY



Elders are the family's greatest treasure, the founders of a 

legacy, and the keepers of tradition. They are the family's 

close foundation. Through their special love and care, they 

keep a family close at heart. In order to inculcate feelings of 

love and care among the students towards the elderly, 

Parevartan School celebrated 'World Elder's Day' on 

October 1, 2021 on a virtual platform. The main aim of the 

celebration was to make them understand the importance 

of elders in everyone's lives. Students were told about all 

the contributions that older people make to society and 

raise awareness of the opportunities and challenges of 

ageing in today's world. On this occasion, the students were 

accommodated in various activities that later turned and 

preserved in the chest of memories. They were shown a 

video clip to refresh their perspective about the elderly. 

Students tried to reciprocate the emotion by offering some 

gratitude gift to their known elder ones which they wanted 

and captured watery emotion inside the lids of their shiny 

eyes.

On 10th September, the occasion of 'Ganesh Chaturthi', 

Management, staff and students, of the school welcomed 

Lord Ganesha by consecration of Lord Ganesha idol at 

school's holy quadrangle. On this auspicious occasion, the 

Principal illuminated the lamps, students sang Ganesh 

Vandana while all the members offered their prayers to the 

Lord. The tiny tots of Pre-primary to Grade 2 paid tribute to 

Lord Ganesha by making their own environment friendly 

Ganesha Idols using natural resources for the festivities. 

The students of Grade 3 to 5 sang prayer for Lord Ganesha 

and made creative videos on it. Students of Grades 6 to 8 

WORLD ELDER'S DAY

Every year the International Day of Peace is observed 

around the world on September 21. The UN General 

Assembly has declared this as a day devoted to 

strengthening the ideas of peace, through observing 24 

hours of non-violence and cease-fire. With this year's theme 

being 'Recovering better for an equitable and sustainable 

world,' Parevartanites spread compassion, kindness and 

hope in the face of the pandemic by taking part in a range of 

activities like Peace Wave, Talk with Self, Selfless act of 

kindness, Class Discussion on ways to maintain peace and 

harmony in the world, etc. Students of senior classes wore 

white attire and conducted a general discussion about the 

importance of having a peaceful society. Children 

expressed their views on the relevance of peace in the 

current world. No doubt, this day focused on building a 

peaceful and sustainable world, and by exposing students 

to these concepts at an early age would help them shape 

into responsible Global Citizens.

GANESH CHATURTHI

Parevartan stresses to imbibe the teachings of Mahatma Gandhi 

amongst all the students. In a special assembly held on the 

occasion, Gurumas enlightened the kids about Gandhi Ji's role in 

freedom of our country. The kids participated in a quiz on 

general awareness about Gandhi Ji and made beautiful 

Charkhas as a part of their art and craft activity. Mahatma 

Gandhi is an inspiration for many. Born on 2nd October, 

Mahatma Gandhi has influenced National and International 

GANDHI JAYANTI

WORLD OZONE DAY

Earth without ozone is like a house without roof. World Ozone 

Day is observed on September 16 every year, as on this day, the 

first step was taken towards fixing the hole in the planet's ozone 

layer. Parevartan school observed the World Ozone Day to 

spread awareness among the students about how crucial the 

ozone shield is for the life on Earth, its gradual depletion and the 

need to search for possible solutions to preserve it. The 

students took part in a poster making activity, highlighting the 

need of the ozone layer protection. The students were advised 

to use environment-friendly cleaning products, prohibit the use 

of nitrous oxide, buying air conditioning and refrigeration 

equipment that do not use HCFCs as refrigerant. Some of our 

students spread awareness about harmful effects of Ozone 

Depletion amongst their friends and families. They also took a 

pledge to avoid using old home appliances and instead replaced 

them with the new ones and use more of car-pooling. The 

students even watched documentaries on Ozone Layer 

Depletion and shared their learning with their families and 

friends. 

made paintings and sketches of Lord Ganesha using natural 

colours, while Grade 9 to 12 had a class discussion on how the 

Visarjan could be done without harming the environment. All 

the activities were concentrated on a universal theme of 'Eco-

friendly Ganesh Chaturthi' celebration. The entire school 

offered its prayers with great devotion, with a belief that Lord 

will bestow his presence to remove all the obstacles and 

troubles from every ones' lives. Prasad was distributed amongst 

all.



Leaders all around the world. Students celebrated his 

birthday by taking part in the various activities like Dressing 

up as Gandhi Ji, little ones recited famous quotes by him, 

wrote poems on his achievements, made colourful collages, 

showing important incidents of the Mahatma's life seniors 

students also made a short PPT on the topic – the decision 

and act of Gandhi Ji that inspired them the most. The day 

ended with a thought in everybody's mind that cleanliness 

is next to godliness and service to mankind is the first step 

towards reaching it.

WORLD MENTAL HEALTH DAY

THE INTERNATIONAL DAY FOR DISASTER RISK 

REDUCTION

WORLD HABITAT DAY

To highlight the human settlement conditions and throw 

light on the basic right to shelter, United Nations (UN) has 

dedicated an entire day as the World Habitat Day. It is a 

global awareness day that reveals the importance of proper 

shelter. World Habitat Day is marked on the first Monday of 

October every year. Also, this day intends to inform and 

enlighten people towards their responsibility for the future 

of the human habitat. World Habitat Day is a theme-based 

event. It aims to remind people across the world that they 

have the power and the responsibility to shape the future of 

towns and cities. This year's theme was “Accelerating urban 

action for a carbon free world.” The students of Parevartan 

School cleaned waste and litter, and made the environment 

more pleasant to be in. They also planted trees around their 

homes and societies to make the mother earth greener and 

to ensure an eco-friendly environment.

With the objective to raise awareness of mental health 

issues around the world and to mobilize efforts in support 

of mental health, World Mental Health Day is observed on 

October 10 every year. Mental Health is of utmost 

importance for the physical and emotional well-being of an 

individual. Parevartan School understands and prioritises 

mental health above all. The students were involved in a 

variety of activities to make an effort in spreading 

The International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction is 

observed on October 13 every year. It was started in 1989, 

after a call by the United Nations General Assembly for a day 

to promote a global culture of risk-awareness and disaster 

reduction. It is an opportunity to acknowledge the progress 

being made towards reducing disaster risk, livelihood and 

health. We, at Parevartan believe that 'Disaster Risk 

Reduction Begins at School'. Following this idea, the school 

encourages the students to get involved in activities where 

they practice mock drills, prepared first aid kits and safety 

plans in case of natural hazard. The school always steps 

forward to educate the children about various disasters and 

their far-reaching implications on ones' lives.

DEEPAWALI and CHILDREN'S DAY

India is a land of festivals and celebrations that bring peace and 

joy to everyone. It is an expressive way to celebrate our glorious 

heritage, culture and traditions. Dussehra, Dasara or Dashain, 

also known as Vijayadasami, is one of the most significant Hindu 

festivals celebrated across the country. Keeping the festive 

spirit alive, the students at Parevartan, enthusiastically 

participated in activities, where they introspected and wrote 

down a habit of theirs which they wanted to change, for good. 

Later, they burnt it in the flames of the effigy of Ravana, 

learning the value of honesty, respect, humility and obedience, 

which are the core of our Indian epic, Ramayana. The 

celebration conveyed the message that good always triumphs 

over evil.The tiny tots of Parevartan School celebrated the 

victory of good over evil by performing scenes from the great 

epic Ramayana. Dressed up as different characters of 

Ramayana, they learnt their dialogues and recorded respective 

videos, all of which was then compiled and virtually produced a 

beautiful role play of Sankshipt Ramayana.

Parevartan School Rajnagar Extension celebrated Children's 

Day on November 14, 2021. Children's day is also known as Bal 

Diwas. It is celebrated in India to pay tribute to our former Prime 

Minister. Parevartan sees its students as torch bearers. This year 

the joy was doubled as the school celebrated Deepawali and 

Children's Day together. In the unprecedented time of Covid-19 

happiness within and around all. What makes you happy? What 

is it that brings a smile on ones' face?  Students shared pictures, 

audios, videos while doing the activity. We all go through 

something or the other which bothers us, pushes us down, and 

those things must be addressed. Keeping in mind the need to 

de-stress and help find inner-peace, special mental-health 

awareness sessions was conducted by the school's counsellor 

and the students were provided a safe-space to open their 

hearts. 

DUSSEHRA HAWAN

UNITED NATION  DAY

A symbol of hope for global unity, the United Nations Day is 

celebrated every year on24th October. The UN was created as 

an international peace keeping organization and a forum for 

promoting human rights, economic development, diversity and 

resolving conflicts between nations. The students at 

Parevartan School, from grades III to XII celebrated the UN Day 

with great enthusiasm.  The teachers had organized fun filled 

and educative activities for the students, like making flags of 

different countries, watching documentaries about the UN and 

collecting information which they later shared with their 

friends and Gurumas with the sole aim of spreading awareness 

about various cultures, the necessity to appreciate diversity and 

how people from different parts of the world can co-exist.



CONSTITUTION DAY

Constitution Day also known as “National Law Day”, is 

celebrated in our country on November 26 every year to 

commemorate the adoption of the Constitution. The school 

celebrated this day with great enthusiasm and various 

activities were organized, wherein children participated 

resulting to social distancing, Parevartan school celebrated 

the festivals on the virtual platform and it culminated with 

the impetus words and wish by Principal Guruma. The little 

ones 

SRI SATYA SAI BABA ADVENT DAY

GURU NANAK JAYANTI AND GENERAL SEVA

Parevartan School Rajnagar Extension celebrated Guru 

Nanak Jayanti on November 19, 2021. Guru Nanak Jayanti is 

celebrated on the birthday of the first Sikh guru, after 

whom the festival is named. This auspicious day falls on the 

first full moon in the month of Kartik, which reflects in the 

month of November. The school has encouraged children to 

do Seva on this day. Due to social distancing school was not 

able to incorporate this seva in school but has encouraged 

the students to share their happiness with the lesser 

privileged ones by encouraging them to share gifts, sweets, 

halwa or kheer with them. There was a virtual celebration of 

Guruparv. The Gurumas and students dressed up in Punjabi 

attire and attended a virtual tour to Gurudwara. They 

offered prayers while staying at home and had Halwa-aloo-

puri. They were told about the Guruji's teachings. Kids 

learnt core holy verse and virtuous path illuminated by the 

festival. 

decorated diyas and participated enthusiastically in house 

cleaning activities and Diwali Poojan and shared their clicks 

with their Class Gurumas. They also participated in the 

Diwali special podium activity.

Sri Satya Sai Baba, spiritual guru of India and believed to be 

incarnation of Sri Baba was born November 23, 1926. He 

spread the message of 'love and service to all'. His millions 

of followers successfully run many charitable organizations 

for the service of mankind. To mark his 96th birthday a 

prayer ceremony was organized by Parevartan School on 

November 23, 2021 at Sai Vrindavan Rajnagar. Melodious 

prayer songs (bhajans) were sung, in the memory of the 

Guru. All the bhajans conveyed the message of love and 

compassion. Gurumas explained the importance of Advent 

Day. During the virtual class, the children dressed as Sri 

Sathya Sai baba and discussed his life experiences and 

valuable teachings. Everyone attending the prayer 

ceremony felt blissful and motivated to follow the 

teachings of love, compassion and service taught by the 

guru.

with great zeal. The motive was to inculcate the values of 

responsibility and dutifulness amongst children towards their 

nation. For grades 3-5 a poster making competition was held, 

where children had to demonstrate how by fulfilling their duties 

and responsibilities, they can contribute to national 

development. Students of grades 6-8, were encouraged to 

shoot a short video through which they had to explain any one 

duty of the Constitution among the 

December 25, Christmas Day is celebrated worldwide to mark 

on the incarnation of Lord Jesus Christ. It is a symbol of religious 

and cultural harmony. On Christmas eve people visit church to 

offer prayer & melodious Christmas carols are sung. Parevartan 

School also celebrated the festival with great fervour. Grade 3-5 

children were asked to make a Christmas card and write a wish 

for the world. For Grades 6-8, children were guided to make 

different decorative items for the Christmas tree, out of waste. 

A special activity was planned for students of grade 9-12, 

wherein they  dressed up, secretly, like Santa for someone and 

offered them gifts. These gifts were not material rather special 

ones which could help the person reflecting to be a better 

person. Every festival has something good to teach, Christmas 

teaches us the value of sharing and caring, how to be grateful to 

the almighty for blessing all abundantly.

CHRISTMAS

11 laid down, for the citizens of India. The students of grades 9-

12 were motivated to think and make a list of all the necessary 

steps to be taken by young generation which can contribute 

towards nation building and the country a better place to live in. 

The idea of all such celebrations in school is to make children 

aware of their rights and duties, as that of a responsible citizen 

of this nation, so that later they can contribute towards 

consolidated future endeavour. 

LOHRI

Lohri marks the end of winter and the start of a new month. On 

January 13, 2022, Parevartan School celebrated the festival 

with gusto, and the students of pre-primary classes celebrated 

it with a lot of fun and frolic. Kids were dressed in Punjabi attire 

and brought popcorn, peanuts and Revri to celebrate the 

occasion. Punjabi music was played and everybody danced to 

their hearts content. They had Gajhak, Revdi and peanuts. They 

performed Bhangra on Dhol music and participated in 

celebration with great zeal. It was heart-melting watching the 

kids sing and dance to their hearts' fill.

REPUBLIC DAY

Parevartan School, Rajnagar Extension celebrated the country's 

73rd Republic Day with great zeal and patriotic ardour on 

January 26, 2022.An online event was organised for the staff of 

the school which commenced with Flag unfurling by our 

honourable Chairperson Ms. Vinu Chaudhri. She on her 

presence brought a spiritual and holistic impetus in the 

surrounding, along with the Principal Ms. Sangeeta Sharma, 



Director Vidushee Chaudhri, Headmistress Manisha Paruthi 

and the Admin team. It was followed by the echo of the 

National Anthem, and a heart offering cultural programme. 

The programme culminated on high notes of patriotism with 

the vote of thanks by the Principal wherein she expressed 

her love and duties towards the motherland.

BASANT PANCHAMI

To exhibit their respect towards goddess Saraswati, the 

Goddess of knowledge, music, learning and arts, on February 

5, 2022, the students of Parevartan celebrated Basant 

Panchami with the feelings of devotion. On that day, the 

students were instructed to wear yellow-coloured clothes, 

and eat yellow appearing food. In various class assemblies, 

children sang the devotional song “Hey Shaarde Maa”, and 

prayed the Goddess to bless them with the fruit of sound 

knowledge.

NATIONAL SCIENCE DAY

International Women's Day was celebrated in Parevartan 

School to recognise the contribution and significance of 

women in family and society. The celebration began with a 

poem dedicated to women presented by English 

Department. It was followed by a presentation by other 

National Science Day was observed in Parevartan School on 

February 28,20 22. It is celebrated to honour the discovery of 

Raman Effect. Online quiz based on general science topics 

was created on Kahoot for the students. All the grades were 

divided into different levels to set a platform of equity. The 

activity reflected the zealous performance of the students 

along with their subject inclination. The winners were 

honoured with rewards from the school.

WOMEN'S DAY

OPEN HOUSE

HOLI

What we learn with pleasure, we never forget. A plethora of 

activities engulfed Parevartan School as it celebrated 'Panache', 

the annual English Literary week from 23rd April, 2021 to 30th 

April, 2021. Parevartanites participated in an amazing 

A four days Open House event was organized for Grade III – V 

from March 27 – 30 to handover the progress report card and 

discuss the performance of students with their parents. Parents 

were given feedback on their ward's performances for the 

session 2021-22. The days started with Tilak ceremony and 

Mantra session near the school's reception and Brahmasthan to 

welcome the students, which was followed by interaction 

between the teacher and the parents for the development of 

their children where they discussed both the strengths and areas 

of improvements of each individual. The progress reports were 

given to the parents and their suggestions were noted. Feedback 

regarding their studies, health and performance was discussed 

with their parents. The teachers and parents discussed about the 

ways through which they could improve their wards for the best 

result. The progress of the students depends on the joint effort, 

mutual understanding & co-operation of parents and teachers. 

The session 2021-2022 came to an end with the conclusion that 

aforesaid venture of parents and teachers can result to proper 

nourishment and holistic growth of students.

SPECIAL WEEKS :  ENGLISH LITERARY WEEK

Gurumas, highlighting the competency and Intellectual capacity 

of women capable of holding positions with responsibilities as 

efficiently as men can do. The School's Principal Ms. Sangeeta 

Sharma addressed the teachers and spoke about the level of 

proficiency women can exhibit if given opportunity. She also said 

that there shouldn't be any comparison and competition 

between males and females, or among females themselves, just 

that one needs to identify ones' biases and break free from them. 

She asked all to feel proud of being women as- mother, daughter, 

officer, doctor and capable of holding every kind of executive 

role. Cake cutting ceremony took place after the prize 

distribution ceremony.  The program ended with lunch for all.

Holi is a fiesta of colours, that gala time of the year to meet the 

ones who are close to our' hearts. On March 16, 2022, the 

students and staff of Parevartan School celebrated festival of 

colours by sharing sweets and eco-friendly, chemical free gulal 

with their beloveds, and also those underprivileged ones who 

need our care and affection. Deep down in the  mind and  heart of 

all, colour & fill affection & respect crossing the barrier of caste, 

colour and other basis for disparities . As a sign of love and 

respect, staff put Chandan Tikka on each other's foreheads, and 

wished everyone a life filled with the colours of infinite humanity 

and immense love.



Like every year, this year also, the Social Science department 

celebrated its Social Science week *'SAMPADA'* with great joy 

and pomp. The theme of the week was *'Ek Bharat Shrestha 

Bharat'*. Different activities were planned for Grade III to Grade 

IX. The aim was to make the students aware of the rich cultural 

heritage of India and think of ways to save the environment of 

India. Different classes displayed the tableau of different States 

and Union Territories of India. They took the audience on virtual 

tour to the main cities of our country. Students represented 

themselves as the famous personalities of their distinctive 

States/UTs. Inter-School Quiz competition was also organised on 

account of Indian Constitution Day in which 10 teams from 

different schools participated with full zeal.

SOCIAL SCIENCE WEEK - SAMPADA

On March 4, 2022 Foundational Literacy Programme for 

teachers was held at the school library. The objective of the 

programme was to introduce Karadi Path and intensify the 

teaching skills of the educators, so that the skills of the learners 

can be enhanced. It was conducted by CEO of Karadi Path, Mr. CP 

Vishwanath. The programme laid emphasis on the innovative 

KARADI PATH SESSION

students were engaged in different activities like quizzes, role 

play, hands on activities etc. The best ones recognised with an 

appreciation certificate from the school. The students 

participated with great zeal and the week was culminated on 

October 30, 2021with some fun activities during the online 

classes.

MATH WEEK – INSNRE

MATHEMATICS is an integral part of our everyday lives; it is the 

language in which the universe communicates.

Unlike every year this year too we celebrated our annual Math 

Week - 'Ins�re'-Ganit, the Language of the Universe. Our School 

encourages its students, and helps them to develop infinite love 

for the subject. To make this happen in an efficient manner, 

various activities were planned during the annual Math Week 

which was held from 22nd Dec 2021 to 30th Dec 2021. Students 

enthusiastically participated in a plethora of Math related 

activities. An inter-school competition was also conducted as a 

part of the Math Week.

While the students from grade 3 onwards strived to secure their 

position in the above mention activities our tiny tots from pre-

primary to grade 2 enjoyed solving the picture Sudoku every day.

kaleidoscope of activities, and enjoyed to their hearts fill. To 

be Grammatically correct our young learners did a creative 

activity of making garlands out of different kinds of Nouns. 

Our little storytellers and budding writers illustrated the 

pictures and woven beautiful stories out of it. The 

imaginative and creative 

minds also worked together and made colourful posters to 

make us all aware of the current scenario. Brilliant Literary 

work of The Bard was introduced to young minds to get the 

flavours of fantasy and the world of reality. To let the 

students know about the evolution of English language and 

its journey from Ancient to Contemporary they went back to 

history and wrote poems using olden English. For the love of 

reading and to give our students a taste of Indian writing, an 

activity dedicated to children 's beloved author Ruskin Bond 

was conducted where the budding writers altered the 

ending of the story Face in the Dark. The students also 

showed their love for English Language by composing 

poems. 

SCIENCE WEEK - CELL FE 3

“Scientific knowledge allows us to make new observations 

about the world, think differently, feel differently and even 

dream differently.” Science week “Cell fe” was observed 

from October 25, 2021 to 30,2021. Students were 

categorized into three groups: Group 1 (Grades 3-5), Group 2 

(Grades 6-8) & Group 3 (Grades 9&11). A set of innovative 

activities were planned for both the groups. The students 

were free to participate in the activity of their interest. The 

work of organizing, creating and others were divided among 

the Gurumas of Science department. Throughout the week, 



Parevartanites came forward enthusiastically to extend 

their support towards this noble cause. Each and every 

member contributed in inspiring other members of the 

society. All of them voluntarily collected unused medicines 

from their houses and their societies. The medicine-

collection drive is now a monthly affair, in which the 

Gurumas, as a part of Parevartan School's community drive, 

donate and drop their unused medicines in a box kept in the 

school near the reception area. The medicines are then 

handed over to Omkar Ji and his team, where further 

segregation  happens and the medicines are given to the 

ones in d.

methods to teach English language and also focussed on the 

challenges faced by the educators, Importance of language 

skills, role of a teacher, informal way of communication, 

language through self-learning and understanding of the 

language is explained in the session. Focus was given on 

teaching language through Karadi Path. In the starting of 

the session few problems were discussed while learning a 

language. Through a PPT the resource person explained his 

whole programme of Karadi Path. In a nutshell it sated that 

English language is taught through 4 modules- Action, 

Music, Story, and Reading. Importance of teaching language 

through visualisation and understanding was emphasised. 

The English faculty found the session interesting and 

enriching.

MEDICINE DRIVE

With the aim of engage, execute and empower, Parevartan 

School, Rajnagar Extension initiated a medicine drive on 

27th August'2021 in school premises in association with 

none other than Omkar Nath Sharma, who is popularly 

known as Medicine Baba, the man behind the biggest 

medicine collection drive. 

“At the end, it's not about what you have or even what you've 

accomplished. It's about who you've lifted up, who you've 

made better. It's about what you've given back.”

Project IGNITE is a team of coaches which was launched in 

SHE IGNITES
TATA Build India Essay

TATA has been involved with the young minds of the country over 

a period of time. The school has been a part of it for about three 

years now. It involved the young learners in this competition on 

the January 31, 2022 at 2:00 P.M. This competition was 

conducted through zoom by TATA. Three videos were shown by 

Plastic pollution causes huge environmental and health issues as 

it harms all in more than one way- it clogs drains, causes visual 

pollution and proves fatal for stray animals. To beat the plastic 

pollution, PAREVARTAN SCHOOL started a drive to encourage 

its children in creating awareness and action for the protection 

of environment from plastic. The school also blew a whistle of 

Plastic Free Cleanliness Drive to get rid of the plastic waste. The 

students and staff were inspired to start the practice of 

collecting waste plastic from their homes and surrounding and 

submit it in the school premises at the specified counter on the 

26th of every month. All the collected waste would then be 

handed over to the Nagar Nigam. The aim and idea behind this 

noble drive is 'to CHANGE together & make the city SWACCH'.

2017. They will work as a team to provide pro bono coaching to 

Parevartan school's selected members whose mission is aligned 

with a United Nations2030 Sustainable Development Goal.

On 9th October 2021, in Parevartan School (Rajnagar Extension) 

WICCI Coaching Council's Uttar Pradesh Chapter, initiated the 

ICF Foundation's IGNITE project with their select community 

partner Parevartan School with the aim to amplify positive 

impact on local community and global cause with the power of 

coaching.

PLASTIC FREE CLEANLINESS DRIVE

Under this project the selected coachees (Parevartan School's 

core team members) had an opportunity to understand 

coaching. Coachees met the coaches in person, it was the first 

step to embark on a journey of exploration, discovery and self-

evolution to positively impact us and our institution Parevartan 

School.

There were 8 t0 10 One- on-One sessions free, (each session was 

of 45 to 60 minutes) (9th October to 9th April 2022) the mode of 

coaching was online. In these sessions coachees briefed about 

their expected professional and personal goals which they 

would like to achieve at the end of the sessions and sustain them 

to enhance their professional and personal life and become a 

better version of themselves. In a nutshell, those sessions were 

engaging and insightful, the coachees got a chance to internalize 

and know their hidden potential, which they had never realized 

they had it in them. After the completion of the sessions 

everyone's spirits were high. The coachees could see a change in 

themselves. These sessions helped them to strengthen their 

strengths and weaken their weaknesses and become a better 

avataar of themselves. Now they are looking forward to bringing 

a change in the students and then in the society at large.



 Math, Science, Social Science, Cyber, GK, and Parevartanites 

 accolades for the school.

8. Counting Well App- A Math gaming app which helped 

 students to practice and speed up their Math skills and 

 esteemed Olympiad for Hindi and many students won 

 competition 

1. SOF (Science Olympiad Foundation)

6.  Zee Mind War GK Olympiad- An initiated by Zee TV which 

3. UCO (Unified Council Olympiad) consists of English, Hindi, 

 conducts free of cost weekly GK quiz for students.

 Olympiad

 secured different positions in each.

 put feathers in their cap in English, EVS and Math.  

7. BOB Wonder Kid- A mental math and speed typing 

 strengthen their  Mathematical concepts and calculations.

Olympiads in the session 2021-22 and brought laurels to the 

school. This year near about 400 students participated in 11 

different Olympiads stated below and added feather onto the 

shinnying caps of the school-

2. IOF (International Olympiad Foundation) Winter 

5. International Hindi Olympiad (Hindi Vikas Manch) is an 

 grade 12 students, and our tiny tots left no stone unturned to 

4. Silver Zone Olympiad was conducted for our Pre-primary to 

 where in our school won City Rank-3 and National Rank-19.

PBL TRAINING

TATA and the topic was announced on the spot. Participants 

were given an hour to write a 500 words essay. This 

competition enabled our astute students to be able to give 

a tangible structure to their thoughts.

OLYMPIADS

Unlike every year our students participated in various 

Parevartan School had organized a two-day workshop from 

15th to 16th March 2022, between 9:00 am to 6:00 pm. The 

workshop was on “Experiential Learning” based on Project 

Based Learning (PBL). Under the expert guidance of Mr. 

Vishnu Kant and Ms. Agnes Joseph, teachers actively 

participated in all the activities which required alertness of 

both mind and body. The sessions were very interactive and 

taught different class- room programmes which when 

included in everyday teachings would indeed enhance the 

understanding abilities of the students. All the teachers had 

an active and influential involvement. The sessions were 

interesting and very engaging a lot of brain storming was 

required. Thus, to conclude Project Based Learning a very 

impactful, both children and teachers can achieve their 

respective goals.
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